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(57) ABSTRACT 

An annular magnetic encoder is provided in Which a plurality 
of S magnetic poles and N magnetic poles are alternately 
arranged in an arrangement pattern. The arrangement pattern 
comprises: a plurality of index parts provided in a circumfer 
ential direction at ?xed intervals; a plurality of standard pitch 
parts provided between the index parts; and a plurality of 
speci?c pitch parts provided in all of the standard pitch parts 
or in the standard pitch parts other than one standard pitch 
part, Where the speci?c pitch parts are arranged in different 
positions Within each of the standard pitch parts. 

3 Claims, 9 Drawing Sheets 
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ANNULAR MAGNETIC ENCODER HAVING 
POLE ARRANGEMENT THAT SPECIFIES 

ROTATIONAL ANGLE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a National Stage of International Appli 
cation No. PCT/JP2005/012863, ?led Jul. 12, 2005. This 
application claims the bene?t of Japanese patent application 
2004-204894 ?led Jul. 12, 2004; 2004-204895 ?led Jul. 12, 
2004; and 2004-320400 ?led Nov. 4, 2004. The disclosures of 
the above applications are incorporated herein by reference in 
their entirety. 

FIELD 

The present invention relates to a magnetic encoder used 
for detecting rotation of a rotating member mounted in an 
automobile or a home electrical appliance, for example. 

BACKGROUND 

A magnetic encoder is used, for example, for detecting a 
crank angle of an automobile. FIG. 13 shoWs an example of a 
conventional magnetic encoder. The magnetic encoder com 
prises a signal output part 101 used as a position standard. The 
signal output part 101 is arranged so that the Width in a 
circumferential direction of a magnetic pole Would be tWice 
as long as that of a magnetic pole on another part in the 
circumferential direction. The Width of all of magnetic poles 
in an area other than the signal output part 101 in the circum 
ferential direction is arranged to be ?xed (to be a half of the 
Width in the circumferential direction of a magnetic pole in 
the signal output part 101). A rotational angle based on the 
signal output part 101 (0°) is detected in the area. 

Further, there is also a technique disclosed in JP-A-7 
74020. In the technique, the signal output part used as a 
position standard projects in a convex shape, While a prede 
termined arrangement pattern of magnetic poles is continued 
in the other parts. A rotational angle based on the signal 
output part is detected in the arrangement pattern part of 
magnetic poles. 

In such a magnetic encoder, in order to detect a signal 
output part used as a position standard, the signal output part 
should pass through a part for detection by means of a sensor. 
Accordingly, the magnetic encoder is sometimes rotated at 
the maximum angle of nearly 360° for the purpose of detect 
ing the signal output part. 

Recently, an idling stop has been encouraged from an envi 
ronmental point of vieW. Fuel is jetted to all cylinders, hoW 
ever, simultaneously With restarting an engine. The fuel jet to 
all cylinders is not preferable from an environmental point of 
vieW. In order to solve the problem, it is required to position 
a cylinder on the basis of a crank angle, a cam angle, or the 
like just after starting an engine to jet fuel only to a cylinder 
necessary to be fueled. 

In the conventional case, hoWever, a magnetic encoder 
should be rotated at the maximum angle of about 360° for the 
purpose of detecting the signal output part. Accordingly, a 
rotational angle cannot be speci?ed With little rotation in a 
short time. 

JP-A-9-49453 and JP-A-11-229948 disclose techniques in 
Which the rotational angle can be speci?ed in a short time. In 
the case of these techniques, hoWever, structures are compli 
cated and the number of components is large, and therefore, 
further improvement is desired. 
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2 
An object of the invention, therefore, is to provide a mag 

netic encoder capable of specifying a rotational angle With 
little rotation. 

SUMMARY 

In order to solve the above-mentioned problem, the inven 
tion is achieved in the folloWing modes. 

That is to say, a magnetic encoder of the invention is an 
annular magnetic encoder in Which a plurality of S poles and 
N poles, the S poles and the N poles being magnetic poles, are 
alternately arranged. The magnetic encoder has a structure in 
Which a change in Width of the magnetic poles in a rotational 
direction according to a rotational angle alloWs the rotational 
angle to be speci?ed. 

In accordance With the invention, a difference in Width of 
magnetic poles in a rotational direction alloWs a rotational 
angle to be speci?ed, so that little rotation can specify a 
rotational angle. 

Further, the magnetic encoder of the invention is an annular 
magnetic encoder in Which a plurality of S poles and N poles, 
the S poles and the N poles being magnetic poles, are alter 
nately arranged. The arrangement pattern of the magnetic 
poles comprises a plurality of index parts provided in a cir 
cumferential direction at ?xed intervals. A plurality of stan 
dard pitch parts respectively are provided betWeen the index 
parts, and a plurality of speci?c pitch parts respectively are 
provided in all of the standard pitch parts or in the standard 
pitch parts other than one standard pitch part. The speci?c 
pitch parts are provided in different modes for the respective 
standard pitch parts. The index part, the standard pitch part, 
and the speci?c pitch part are different in Width of the mag 
netic pole in the circumferential direction. 

In accordance With the invention, the arrangement pattern 
of the magnetic poles in a section divided by the index part is 
different for every section. That is to say, the standard pitch 
part is provided betWeen all index parts While the speci?c 
pitch part is different in mode (including the case With no 
speci?c pitchpart) in every section. This alloWs a section to be 
speci?ed on the basis of the speci?c pitch part. Accordingly, 
little rotation can specify a rotational angle. 
As an example of providing the speci?c pitch part in a 

mode different for every standard pitch part, considered can 
be arranging a position for providing the speci?c pitch part to 
be different from that of each standard pitch part or arranging 
the number of the magnetic poles in the speci?c pitch part to 
be different from that of the magnetic poles in each standard 
pitch part. 

Moreover, a magnetic encoder of the invention is an annu 
lar magnetic encoder in Which a plurality of S poles and N 
poles, the S poles and the N poles being magnetic poles, are 
alternately arranged. The magnetic encoder comprises a ?rst 
track in Which a plurality of arrangement patterns respec 
tively having the same arrangement of the magnetic poles are 
arranged, and a second track in Which a plurality of arrange 
ment patterns respectively having different arrangement of 
the magnetic poles are arranged. 

In the above, it is preferable to detect a rotational angle on 
the basis of comparison betWeen the arrangement patterns on 
the ?rst track and the arrangement patterns on the second 
track. 

Further, the arrangement patterns of the magnetic poles on 
the second track are preferably different in magnetic pole 
number included in the respective arrangement patterns. 

Moreover, it is preferable that the arrangement patterns of 
the magnetic poles on the ?rst track are same in Width of the 
magnetic pole in a circumferential direction and the magnetic 
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poles same in Width in the circumferential direction are pro 
vided on the Whole circumference of the track. 

In addition, it is preferable that the arrangement pattern of 
the magnetic poles on the ?rst track comprises an index part 
provided at the head thereof and a standard pitch part equal in 
number of the magnetic poles, the standard pitch part being 
provided subsequently to the index part and that the index part 
and the standard pitch part are different in Width of the mag 
netic poles in a circumferential direction. 

The above-mentioned respective structures 
assembled for use as much as possible. 

In accordance With the invention, little rotation alloWs a 
rotational angle to be speci?ed. 

can be 

DRAWINGS 

The draWings described herein are for illustration purposes 
only and are not intended to limit the scope of the present 
disclosure in any Way. 

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a part of a magnetic encoder 
of the invention; 

FIG. 2 illustrates arrangement patterns of magnetic poles 
of a magnetic encoder of the invention; 

FIG. 3 is a graph shoWing a relation betWeen rotational 
quantity and angle speed under the condition that a crankshaft 
rotates With equal acceleration until 600 rpm per a rotation in 
starting a cell motor; 

FIG. 4 is a graph shoWing a change in pulse time When a 
magnetic encoder of the invention is rotated once from a point 
C in FIG. 2; 

FIG. 5 is a graph shoWing a change in pulse time When a 
magnetic encoder of the invention is rotated once from a point 
D in FIG. 2; 

FIG. 6 is a graph shoWing a change in pulse time When a 
magnetic encoder of the invention is rotated once from a point 
E in FIG. 2; 

FIG. 7 illustrates a modi?cation of arrangement patterns of 
magnetic poles of a magnetic encoder of the invention; 

FIG. 8 illustrates arrangement patterns of magnetic poles 
of a magnetic encoder of the invention; 

FIG. 9 is a perspective vieW of a part of a magnetic encoder 
of the invention; 

FIG. 10 illustrates arrangement patterns of magnetic poles 
of a magnetic encoder of the invention; 

FIG. 11 illustrates output signals of a magnetic encoder of 
the invention; 

FIG. 12 illustrates arrangement patterns of magnetic poles 
of a magnetic encoder of the invention; and 

FIG. 13 is a perspective vieW of a part of a magnetic 
encoder in a conventional embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Best modes for carrying out the invention Will be exempli 
?ed in detail hereinafter With reference to the draWings. The 
dimension, material, shape, relative arrangement and such of 
components described in the embodiments, hoWever, do not 
limit the scope of the invention unless there is especially 
speci?c description provided. 

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a part of a magnetic encoder 
of the invention. A magnetic encoder 1 in FIG. 1 comprises a 
Wheel 1w and a line of track 111 provided on the outer circum 
ference of the Wheel 1w. A detecting means 2 for detecting 
strength of a magnetic ?eld is provided oppositely to a surface 
of the track 1a. The siZe of the magnetic encoder 1 can be 
properly selected in accordance With a rotation member to be 
?xed. 
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4 
A magnetometric sensor is used for the detecting means 2. 

The magnetometric sensor is a sensor for detecting magnetic 
energy as a subject. A magnetic head to Which an electromag 
netic induction operation is applied, a differential trans 
former, a hall element using an operation for converting mag 
netic poWer into electricity and an MR element 
(magnetoresistance effect element) are speci?c examples of 
the magnetometric sensor. 
The track 111 is formed from S poles and N poles, Which are 

magnetic poles, alternately provided on the Whole circumfer 
ence. The magnetic poles located oppositely to the detecting 
means 2 (at a detecting position of the detecting means 2) are 
changed in polarity from N to S or from S to N When the track 
111 rotates. The change of the magnetic ?eld at that time is 
detected as a pulse. A rotational angle and an angle speed of 
the magnetic encoder 1 are calculated on the basis of the 
detected pulse number, pulse Width and the like. 
The track 111 is arranged so that locations (0°, 45°, 90°, 

135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315°) obtained by dividing the mag 
netic encoder 1 of0° to 360° into eight by the angle of45° can 
be calculated. 

An arrangement pattern of the magnetic poles of the track 
111 is arranged so that a predetermined pattern 1b is repeated 
at ?xed intervals (intervals of 45°), as shoWn in FIG. 2. The 
predetermined pattern 1b comprises an index 1d (an index 
part), a standard pitch pattern (a standard pitch part) and a ?ne 
pitch pattern 10 (a speci?c pitch part) provided in the standard 
pitch pattern. HoWever, there is only one predetermined pat 
tern 1b comprising no ?ne pitch pattern 10. The index 1d, the 
standard pitch pattern and the ?ne pitch pattern 10 are same in 
that the S poles and the N poles, Which are a magnetic pole, 
are alternately provided, but different in Width of the mag 
netic poles in the circumferential direction, respectively. The 
Width of the magnetic poles in the circumferential direction 
becomes narroWer in the order from the index 1d, the standard 
pitch pattern and the ?ne pitch patter 1c in the embodiment. 
The index 1d is provided at the head (the left end in FIG. 2) 

of the predetermined pattern 1b. Accordingly, the indexes 1d 
are provided at the ?xed intervals (intervals of 45°) on the 
Whole circumference. The standard pitch patterns to be 
arranged at certain ?xed pitches (standard pitches) are pro 
vided in an area other than the index 1d in the predetermined 
pattern 1b. Thus, the standard pitch patterns are respectively 
provided betWeen the index 1d and the index 1d. The ?ne 
pitch patterns 10 are respectively provided in the respective 
standard pitch patterns other than one standard pitch pattern. 
The predetermined patterns 1b are provided at positions in 

0° to 45°, 45° to 90°, 90 to 135°, 135° to 180°, 180° to 225°, 
225° to 270°, 270° to 315° and 315° to 360°, respectively. As 
described above, the predetermined pattern 1b is repeatedly 
provided at intervals of 45° on the Whole circumference of the 
track 1a. 

The ?ne pitch pattern 10 comprises tWo ?ne N poles and a 
?ne S pole sandWiched therebetWeen. The ?ne pitch pattern 
10 is not provided in the predeterminedpattem 1b in 0° to 45°, 
as shoWn in FIG. 2. In the other predetermined patterns 1b, 
provided are the ?ne pitch patterns 10 so that the position in 
the predetermined pattern 1b Would be gradually shifted rear 
Ward as the angle becomes large. That is to say, the ?ne pitch 
pattern 10 is arranged in a position different for every prede 
termined pattern 1b of the track 1a. The position of the ?ne 
pitch pattern 10 is thus arranged to correspond to the rota 
tional angle in advance. 
The magnetic ?eld of the track 111 is detected by the detect 

ing means 2 from the outside of the outer circumferential 
surface of the magnetic encoder 1 as shoWn in FIG. 1. 
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In the magnetic encoder 1 having such a structure, a posi 
tion (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270° or 315°) in the area 
obtained by dividing 0° to 360° by 45° Within a rotation of 90° 
from any position can be speci?ed. 

For example, in the case of starting rotation from a point A 
in FIG. 2, position information of the ?ne pitch pattern 10 in 
the predetermined pattern 1b can be obtained in the area of the 
predetermined pattern 1b in B, Which starts from obtaining a 
pulse of the ?rst index 1d until obtaining a pulse of the second 
index 1d, on the basis of the pulse of the ?ne pitch pattern 10. 
The position information contributes to specify Which rota 
tional angle the read predetermined pattern 1b corresponds to. 
In the above case, it can be seen that the predetermined pattern 
1b corresponds to 90° to 135°. Accordingly, it can be speci 
?ed that the position Where a pulse of the second index is 
obtained is 135°. 
As described above, it is detected Whether the ?ne pitch 

pattern 10 exists or not in a section betWeen the index 1d and 
the index 1d. If the ?ne pitch pattern 10 exists, it is speci?ed 
the position of the ?ne pitch pattern 10 in the section. This 
alloWs the rotational angle of the magnetic encoder 1 to be 
discriminated by the angle of 45°. At that time, the rotational 
angle of the magnetic encoder 1, Which is required for the 
purpose of specifying the rotational angle, is 45° to 90° nec 
essary to measure a section betWeen tWo indexes of the track 
111. 

Therefore, in accordance With the magnetic encoder 1, 
little rotation alloWs the rotational angle to be speci?ed. In the 
case of reverse rotation of the magnetic encoder 1, the reverse 
rotation can be discriminated since the order of reading the N 
poles and the S poles of the index 1d of the track 111 is 
changed, so that little rotation also alloWs the reverse rotation 
to be stopped. 

In vieW of the above, the folloWing advantage can be pro 
vided. In the case of a four-cylinder engine, for example, a 
crankshaft should be conventionally rotated at the maximum 
angle of 360° for the purpose of specifying a position of the 
cylinder. On the other hand, rotation Within 90° of the crank 
shaft from the start of the engine alloWs the position of the 
cylinder to be speci?ed. Accordingly, the fuel can be jetted 
only to the necessary cylinder, so that the unnecessary fuel jet 
can be reduced. This is effective from an environmental point 
of vieW. 

Further, the magnetic encoder 1 is effective as a non-con 
tact rotation control means. The magnetic encoder 1 can be 
also used for rotation control of an arm of a robot, for 
example. 
NoW, in the embodiment, the index 1d, the standard pitch 

pattern and the ?ne pitch pattern 10 in the predetermined 
pattern 1b divided into eight in one track 111 Will be compared 
in pulse time Width (duty). In the case that the angle speed 
changes in starting time, for example, the change may be 
considered to cause dif?culty in discrimination of each of the 
above. 

Even in such a case, hoWever, setting a pitch Width on the 
basis of a rising characteristic of the angle speed so that the 
siZe of each of the standard pitch pattern and the ?ne pitch 
pattern 10 Would be clear or comparing the preceding and 
subsequence pulse Width alloWs an absolute position to be 
detected. 
As an example, exempli?ed Will be a case that the magnetic 

encoder 1 is mounted to a crankshaft of an automobile. Here, 
exempli?ed Will be a case that the angle speed of the crank 
shaft changes to 600 rpm per a rotation With equal accelera 
tion in starting a cell motor. FIG. 3 is a graph shoWing a 
relation betWeen rotational quantity and angle speed of the 
crankshaft in the above case. 
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Further, exempli?ed here Will be a case that an arrange 

ment pattern angle of the magnetic poles (corresponding to 
total Width (angle) of the S pole Width and the N pole Width) 
is 82° for the index 1d, 46° for the standard pitch pattern and 
23° for the ?ne pitch pattern. 

FIGS. 4 to 6 are graphs shoWing a change in pulse time 
When the magnetic encoder 1 having the above-mentioned 
structure is rotated once. In the graphs, the horizontal axis 
shoWs detected pulses While the vertical axis shoWs the pulse 
Width (pulse time). FIGS. 4 to 6 shoW cases of starting from 
points C, D and E in FIG. 2, respectively. In any case, a pulse 
of the index 1d and (tWo) pulses of the ?ne pitch pattern 10 are 
certainly detected Within rotation of 90°. Accordingly, it is 
possible to detect the rotational angle (the absolute position) 
even in starting time. 

In the above description, mentioned is a structure in Which 
changing a position of the ?ne pitch pattern 10 in the prede 
termined pattern 1b enables the rotational angle of the prede 
termined pattern 1b to be speci?ed. It is possible, hoWever, to 
specify the predetermined pattern 1b When the ?ne pitch 
pattern 10 in the predetermined pattern lb per se is different 
for every predetermined pattern 1b. 

For example, changing the number of the magnetic poles, 
Which forms the ?ne pitch pattern 10, for every predetermined 
pattern 1b may also alloW the rotational angle of the prede 
termined pattern 1b to be speci?ed. In more concrete 
example, the number of the ?ne pitch pattern 10 in the pre 
determinedpattem 1b on the track 111 is increased at every 45° 
interval, as shoWn in FIG. 7. FIG. 7 shoWs a part of the track 
1a. In FIG. 7, the ?ne pitch pattern 10 shoWn in the left side of 
the draWing comprises each one of the N and S poles While the 
?ne pitch pattern 10 shoWn in the right side of the drawing 
comprises each tWo of the N and S poles. In such a structure, 
specifying the number of the magnetic poles in the ?ne pitch 
pattern 10 in one section betWeen tWo indexes at an output of 
the track 111 alloWs the rotational angle of the magnetic 
encoder 1 to be speci?ed by the angle of 45°. 

It may be possible, of course, to provide the ?ne pitch 
pattern 10 in each predetermined pattern 1b in a different 
mode in accordance With combination of an arrangement 
position and the number of the magnetic pole of the ?ne pitch 
pattern 10. This is effective in the case that the intervals of the 
predetermined patterns 1b are narroW and larger numbers of 
predetermined patterns 1b are provided on the Whole circum 
ference, for example. In the embodiment, exempli?ed is a 
case that the ?ne pitch patterns are respectively provided in 
the respective standard pitch patterns other than one standard 
pitch pattern. It goes Without saying, hoWever, that the ?ne 
pitch patterns may be provided in different modes for all of 
the standard pitch patterns. Moreover, exempli?ed is a case 
that the index part (the index 1d), the standard pitch part (the 
standard pitch pattern) and the speci?c pitch part (the ?ne 
pitch pattern 10) become narroW in Width of the magnetic 
poles in the circumferential direction in the above order. It 
goes Without saying, hoWever, that a relation concerned With 
a siZe is not a matter so long as each Width is different. 

Another magnetic encoder according to another aspect of 
the invention Will be described With reference to FIG. 8. 

Exempli?ed is a case of using the magnetic encoder 1 in a 
crankshaft of a four-cylinder engine. FIG. 8 illustrates 
arrangement patterns of magnetic poles of the magnetic 
encoder of the invention. In FIG. 8, shoWn are an arrangement 
pattern of magnetic poles on the track 111 of the magnetic 
encoder 1 used in a crankshaft and an arrangement pattern of 
magnetic poles on a track 311 of the magnetic encoder used in 
a camshaft. The arrangement pattern of magnetic poles on the 
track 111 of the magnetic encoder 1 used in a crankshaft has the 
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same structure as in the case described above, and therefore, 
description of the above Will be properly omitted. 

In a four-cylinder engine, a camshaft rotates 360° When a 
crankshaft rotates 360°><2 rounds. At rising time of an engine 
(at starting time of an engine start), the relative positions of 
the crankshaft and the camshaft are ?xed. Accordingly, 
obtaining a crank angle position alloWs a position of the cam 
(a cam angle) to be speci?ed. The crankshaft, hoWever, 
should be judged Whether it is in the ?rst round or in the 
second round since the camshaft rotates one rounds When the 
crankshaft rotates tWo rounds as described above. 
As a method of the judgment, the magnetic encoder 1 

having the track 111 illustrated in FIG. 2 is provided in the 
crankshaft While a magnetic encoder having the track 311 is 
provided in the camshaft, as shoWn in FIG. 8. This alloWs a 
cam signal and a cam position signal of the cam to be 
detected. For the purpose of detecting the signals on the cam 
side, a component similar to the detecting means 2 of the 
magnetic encoder 1 may be used. As for the magnetic encoder 
1, description is omitted here since it is same as it is described 
above. 

The magnetic encoder mounted to a camshaft is provided 
on its Whole outer circumferential surface With the track 311 
shoWn in FIG. 8. The S poles and the N poles, Which are 
magnetic poles, are provided half and half on the circumfer 
ence of the track 3a. The arrangement pattern on the track 311 
has a cycle of 360°. 

0° to 180° (the N pole) and 180° to 360°(the S pole) ofthe 
track 311 respectively correspond to 0° to 360° of the track 111 
of the magnetic encoder 1 provided in a crankshaft. 

Thus, in accordance With the track 311 of 0° to 180° or 180° 
to 360°, speci?ed is Whether the crank is in the ?rst round or 
the second round. The cam position signal outputs Hi in the N 
pole from 0° to 180° to detect the ?rst round of the crank and 
outputs Lo in the S pole from 180° to 360° to detect the second 
round of the crank in order to judge the number of rotation of 
the crank. 
As described above, rotation of a crankshaft Within 90° in 

a four-cylinder engine alloWs the crank angle as Well as the 
cam position (the cam angle) to be speci?ed, so that a cylinder 
position can be obtained. This enables engine control in 
Which unnecessary fuel jet is reduced from the time just after 
starting an engine to be achieved. 

FIG. 9 is a perspective vieW of a part of another magnetic 
encoder of the invention. As shoWn in FIG. 9, the magnetic 
encoder 10 comprises a Wheel 10w, a ?rst track 1011 and a 
second track 10b provided on the outer circumference of the 
Wheel 10w. Detecting means 20 and 30 for respectively 
detecting strength of magnetic ?elds of the ?rst and second 
tracks 10a and 10b are provided oppositely to the surfaces of 
the ?rst and second tracks 10a and 10b. The siZe of the 
magnetic encoder 10 may be properly selected in accordance 
With a rotation member to be mounted. 

For the detecting means 20 and 3 0, used are magnetometric 
sensors. The magnetometric sensor is a sensor for detecting 
magnetic energy as a subject. A magnetic head to Which an 
electromagnetic induction operation is applied, a differential 
transformer, a hall element using an operation for converting 
magnetic poWer into electricity and an MR element (magne 
toresistance effect element) are speci?c examples of the mag 
netometric sensor. 

The ?rst track 1011 and the second track 10b are provided 
side by side on the outer circumference of the Wheel 10w. 
Both of the ?rst track 1011 and the second track 10b have a 
structure in Which the S poles and the N poles, magnetic 
poles, are alternately provided on the Whole circumference. 
Rotation of the ?rst track 1011 and the second track 10b causes 
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8 
a change in polarity of the magnetic poles located at positions 
opposite to the detecting means 20 and 30 (detecting posi 
tions of the detecting means 20 and 30) from N to S or from 
S to N. The change of the magnetic ?eld is detected as a pulse 
to calculate the rotational angle and the angle speed of the 
magnetic encoder 10 on the basis of the number, Width or the 
like of the detected pulse. 

The ?rst track 1011 has a structure in Which plural (four) 
arrangement patterns respectively having the same arrange 
ment of the magnetic poles are provided. On the other hand, 
the second track 10b has a structure in Which plural (four) 
arrangement patterns respectively having different arrange 
ment of the magnetic poles are provided. This Will be 
described in more detail hereinafter. 

In the ?rst track 1a, arrangement patterns, each of Which 
has a pair of the N pole and the S pole, are provided in 0° to 
90°, 90° to 180°, 180° to 270° and 270° to 360°, respectively, 
as shoWn in FIG. 10. The N pole and the S pole of each 
arrangement pattern are equal in Width of the magnetic poles 
in the circumferential direction. That is to say, the respective 
magnetic poles have the Width of 45°. Accordingly, the ?rst 
track 111 has a structure in Which the N and S poles having the 
same Width in the circumferential direction are alternately 
provided on the Whole circumference. 

Such a structure alloWs rotation of the magnetic encoder 10 
by the angle of 45° to be detected on the basis of detection of 
the magnetic ?eld on the ?rst track 1a. That is to say, the 
magnetic encoder 10 rotates 45°during a time from detection 
of a change of the magnetic ?eld in polarity from N to S as a 
pulse to detection of a change of the magnetic ?eld in polarity 
from S to N as a pulse (and during a time from detection of a 
change of the magnetic ?eld in polarity from S to N as a pulse 
to detection of a change of the magnetic ?eld in polarity from 
N to S as a pulse). 

On the other hand, the second track 1b is for calculating 
information for specifying positions (0°, 45 °, 90°, 13 5 °, 180°, 
225°, 270° and 315°), Which are obtained by dividing 0° to 
360° of the magnetic encoder 1 into eight by the angle of 45°. 
In the second track 1b, arrangement patterns having different 
number of magnetic poles are provided in the positions of 0° 
to 90°, 90° to 180°, 180° to 270° and 270° to 360°, respec 
tively. That is to say, a pair of the N and S poles are provided 
in 0° to 90°, tWo pairs of the N and S poles are provided in 90° 
to 180°, four pairs of the N and S poles are provided in 180° 
to 270° and six pairs of the N and S poles are provided in 270° 
to 360°, as shoWn in FIG. 10. 

In other Words, in the second track 1b, the number of the 
magnetic poles in each arrangement pattern adjacent to an 
arrangement pattern on the ?rst track 111 (a pattern having a 
pair of the N and S poles) is different in accordance With the 
rotational angle. Concretely, the number of the magnetic 
poles increases step by step as the rotational angle becomes 
large. Thus, the arrangement pattern of the second track 1b is 
arranged to correspond to the rotational angle in advance. 

FIG. 11 shoWs output signals from the detecting means 20 
and 30. As shoWn in FIG. 11, the output signal for the ?rst 
track 1011 is in the Waveform having a cycle of 90° Wherein the 
N pole is Hi and the S pole is Lo. 
On the other hand, the output signal for the second track 

10b is in the Waveform having cycles different in respective 
areas of0° to 90°, 90° to 180°, 180° to 270° and 270° to 360° 
by the angle of 90°. That is to say, a sWitch pulse number 
betWeen Hi and Lo is Zero in the area of 0° to 45° and 45° to 
90°, one in the area of 90° to 135° and 135° to 180°, three in 
the area of 180° to 225° and 225° to 270° and ?ve in the area 
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of270° to 315° and 315° to 360°. The pulses at 0°, 45°, 90°, 
135°, 180°, 225°, 270° and 315° are not counted as the switch 
pulse betWeen Hi and Lo. 

In the magnetic encoder 10 having such a structure, a 
position (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270° or315°) inareas 
obtained by dividing 0 to 360° by the angle of 45° can be 
speci?ed Within rotation of 90° from any position. 

For example, in the case of starting rotation from a point A 
in FIG. 11, the sWitch pulse number betWeen Hi and Lo of an 
output for the second track 10b is one in an area Lo during a 
time B from obtaining a ?rst pulse With Which an output for 
the ?rst track 1011 sWitches from Hi to Lo to obtaining a 
subsequent pulse With Which the output sWitches from Lo to 
Hi. Thus, it can be seen that the position obtaining the pulse 
sWitching from Lo to Hi is 180° in the ?rst track 10a. 
As described above, the number of pulses sWitching 

betWeen Hi and Lo in the second track 10b is counted in a 
section (corresponding to an angle of 45°), Which starts from 
sWitching of an output for the ?rst track 1011 from Hi to Lo or 
from Lo to Hi until sWitching from Lo to Hi or from Hi to Lo. 
The pulse number contributes to specify the rotational angle 
of the magnetic encoder 10 at the end of a section of the output 
for the ?rst track 1011. In this case, the rotational angle of the 
magnetic encoder 10 necessary for specifying a rotational 
angle becomes 45° to 90°, Which is necessary for measuring 
sWitch pulses betWeen Hi and Lo in a section in the ?rst track 
1011. 

Therefore, in accordance With the magnetic encoder 10 
shoWn in FIG. 10, little rotation alloWs the rotational angle to 
be speci?ed. Further, even in the case of reverse rotation of the 
magnetic encoder 10, the reverse rotation can be discrimi 
nated since the order of Hi and Lo in the second track 10b is 
changed in a section Where the pulse sWitches betWeen Hi and 
Lo in the ?rst track 10a. This alloWs the reverse rotation to be 
stopped With little rotation. 

In accordance With the above, there is a folloWing advan 
tage. In the case of a four-cylinder engine, for example, the 
crankshaft conventionally should have been rotated at the 
maximum angle of 360° for the purpose of specifying a cyl 
inder position. On the other hand, rotation of the crankshaft 
Within 90° from starting an engine alloWs the cylinder posi 
tion to be speci?ed. Accordingly, fuel can be jetted only to a 
necessary cylinder, and therefore, unnecessary fuel jet can be 
reduced. This is effective from an environmental point of 
vieW. 

In addition, the magnetic encoder 10 is effective as a non 
contact rotation control means and can be also used for rota 
tion control of an arm of a robot, for example. 

FIG. 12 illustrates arrangement patterns of magnetic poles 
of another magnetic encoder of the invention. 

Each of the arrangement patterns of the magnetic poles at 
45° intervals on the ?rst track has an index (an index part) at 
the head thereof and a pattern (a standard pitch part) including 
magnetic poles equal in number, the pattern being formed 
folloWing the index, and all of the arrangement patterns are 
same in pattern, as shoWn in FIG. 12. The Width of the mag 
netic poles in the circumferential direction is different 
betWeen the index part and the standard pitch part. On the 
other hand, each of the arrangement patterns of the magnetic 
poles at 45° intervals on the second track is different in 
number of the magnetic poles and in arrangement pattern. In 
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Embodiment 3, on the second track, the number of the pair of 
the N and S poles is different for every arrangement pattern. 
As illustrated in FIG. 12, hoWever, the number of a single pole 
is different. That is to say, the number of the magnetic pole on 
the second track increases one by one so that the number of 
the magnetic poles Would be four in 0° to 45°, ?ve in 45° to 
90° and six in 90° to 135°, as the rotational angle increases by 
45°. This alloWs the sWitch pulse betWeen Hi and Lo to 
increase one by one for every arrangement pattern as the 
rotational angle increases. On the second track, hoWever, a 
pair of magnetic poles having Width same as that of the index 
on the ?rst track are provided in adjacent to the index, fol 
loWed by magnetic poles having Width different for every 
arrangement pattern for the purpose of reducing interference 
in magnetic ?eld. A reason Why the index is provided in the 
?rst track is that sWitching by the angle of 45° is made clear. 
In other Words, the output pulse for the ?rst track is long in 
pulse Width in the index part and short in pulse Width in a part 
other than the index. Accordingly, a change in pulse Width 
enables sWitching by the angle of 45° to be detected. 
Comparing the output for the ?rst track and the output for 

the second track also alloWs the rotational angle to be speci 
?ed Within a range from 45° to 90°, similarly to the case of 
then encoder shoWn in FIG. 10. That is to say, the rotational 
angle is speci?ed on the basis of the sWitch pulse number 
betWeen Hi and Lo on the second track during a time from 
detection of the ?rst index to detection of the subsequent 
index on the ?rst track. Moreover, in FIG. 10, the magnetic 
poles are arranged to increase by a pair of the N and S poles 
for a ?xed rotational angle on the second track. In FIG. 12, 
hoWever, the number of the magnetic poles is arranged to 
increase by a single pole for a ?xed rotational angle. Accord 
ingly, increase in number of the magnetic poles can be 
reduced even When the rotational angle becomes large in the 
case of setting the ?xed rotational angle small (in the case of 
increasing the number of the arrangement pattern in a round 
of circumference). Thus, the Width of the magnetic poles can 
be prevented from being too small, so that deterioration in 
sensitivity can be kept doWn. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. An annular magnetic encoder in Which a plurality of S 

magnetic poles and N magnetic poles are alternately arranged 
in an arrangement pattern, the arrangement pattern compris 
ing: 

a plurality of index parts provided in a circumferential 
direction at ?xed intervals; 

a plurality of standard pitch parts provided betWeen the 
index parts; and 

a plurality of speci?c pitch parts provided in all of the 
standard pitch parts or in the standard pitch parts other 
than one standard pitch part, Wherein the speci?c pitch 
parts are arranged in different positions Within each of 
the standard pitch parts. 

2. The magnetic encoder according to claim 1, Wherein a 
position of the speci?c pitch parts Within the standard pitch 
parts is indicative of a rotational angle. 

3. The magnetic encoder according to claim 1, Wherein a 
number of the magnetic poles in the speci?c pitch part is 
different from the number of the magnetic poles in each 
standard pitch part. 


